MECHANICAL AND PLANT ENGINEERING

High quality components
for your application
Designed and Made by AVS-RÖMER

Connecting - Controlling - Measuring
of Fluids & Gases
In addition to our broad product portfolio we also strive
to develop customized solutions for your application.
Contact us to learn more about AVS-Römer!
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AVS RÖMER...
Applications in the Mechanical and Plant Engineering
Construction acquire special needs:
...Non-Return, Shut-Off Valves and
Throttles are perfect for constant metering
and defining the right flow direction
...Sensor Technology controls and
regulates your medium. We measure the
conductance, pressure and temperature

...Process Valves ensure energy effcient control
of high flow rates - quiet and waterhammer free

As a reliable partner we guarantee with our products the
highest quality, Know-How and personal service. The latest
valve technology and fitting solutions are available in a variety
of designs and sizes in plastic, such as POM, PVDF and
PPSU, stainless steel and brass. Sophisticated Conductivity,
Pressure and Temperature Sensors complete the portfolio.

...Fittings connect your system with
maximum precision

...Valve blocks and Manifolds: The solution
for complex applications

You are looking for a solution tailored to your requirements? From the idea, to the design, to the production we
offer you a one-stop service. Existing certificates provide
the necessary safety. Numerous customers from industries
such as packaging industry, automation technology or tool
and printing machine manufacturing have relied on our
experience for decades.

...Ball Valves and Hoses enable secure
guiding and locking of the medium

...Solenoid Valves control the
medium in your machine

...provides your
Customized Solution

Our Components are the Basis for
your High Quality Product
Connecting - Controlling - Measuring of Fluids & Gases

